On the 7th of July a team of twelve Academy pupils set sail on an expedition of a lifetime. The first
section of the voyage was to sail a thousand miles from Inverness to Lofoten, Norway. In doing so,
they crossed the Arctic Circle. Everyone in the team, full time sail staff included, was struck down
by sea sickness - all except Douglas Sleigh that is! The expedition team were split in to two
Watches, each responsible for crewing Alba Endeavour (our 72ft yacht) for four-hour shifts. After
four or five days the sea sickness died down (for most!), and meals were cooked and consumed
again. Humour, stories and games seemed to pull everyone through, along with some pretty
heroic helming in the darkest hours! As the team's health brightened, so did the scenery: the
further north we were, the longer the days; until the sunset and sunrise became one gentle ark of
the sun, no longer dipping in to the sea. The mountainous islands that jutted out of the sea from
time-to-time matched the surreal nature of the continual light.
After 10 days at sea the team finally arrived in Svolvaer - a small town on east coast of the world's
most beautiful archipelago: Lofoten. The islands that make up Lofoten have thrived from producing
'salt cod', leading the way for some three thousand years. Most of the towns of these islands are
made up of three or four tiny islands, linked by bridges. The team disembarked for the treat of dry
land, 'civilisation' (= ice creams & showers) and to relocate their land legs!
The next adventure ensued: two weeks of climbing and mountaineering in this most beautiful of
landscapes. Their favourite climbing spot was the aptly named 'Paradise', with acres of scenic,
sun-drenched granite, hemmed by the Norwegian sea. Speaking of which, swimming adventures
were a daily occurrence. With the hottest summer on record (these started in 1937!) and clothes
packed for 12 degrees and predominantly wet, we flipped the clock on its head and pursued our
activities at night. Many of the team were new to climbing, and yet they thrived in this environment,
each pushing themselves to lead climb, learning to fathom complex rope work and place climbing
equipment in order to protect themselves. The gang managed to tear themselves away from their
midnight swimming forays to undertake some amazing mountain journeys. The most popular of
these was an extremely arduous expedition up to Trolltinden. Despite the markings on their map,
no path was found for the entire 12 hour walk. This was no stroll. Extreme heat and vegetation
generally above their heads, and yet the team finally reached the most breath taking alpine vista
with elation. The next morning, from their bivy spot, they awoke to the most awe inspiring
mountain panorama, encrusted with glaciers, steam rolling over the corrie rim around them.
Finally, the team were reintroduced to salty water again: five days of sea kayaking at the foot of
the landscape gave yet another perspective of Lofoten. To top this most superlative of landscapes
was the most unbelievable fishing success! The team must have matched the Scottish cod quota.
They ventured in to Trolltindenfjord, surrounded by the intimidating cliffs looking above them. This
is rightly one of the most popular tourist bucket list ticks, and so the gang soon skulked back to the
peace of the prettiest tiny islands that fringed the southern tip and camped on the glorious coral
beaches. Amongst the abundant wildlife, they watched White Tailed sea eagles diving for prey.
Fortunately they weren't included, despite the 16 cod strapped to their decks.
Lofoten was above and beyond all expectations of the group, where memories and friendships to
last a lifetime were made. Suffice to say, it isn't possible to sum up our expedition in words: the
scenery was chokingly beautiful, the fun rolled on and on and our limbs ached most days with our
activities; but more than anything else it's the respect for one another in some tough physical
situations, and small, repeating and unrepeatable jokes and the pure joy of spending 30 days in
each other's company that will stay with us forever.

